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FaeualtyGGepts Code of ''Conduct Report
By a vote of 90 to 9, the faculty
has approved a motion to accept
the ad hoc committee report on
Student Conduct and Responsibility, to endorse its recommenda- -

tions, .and to forward

:

philosophy, formulation, and

--

.

.

,.

the

document to the President for
'
proper action.
The report, which examines the
4

-

--

i"

z.- -

z

'

enforcement of the Code of
Conduct, will then be referred to ,
Campus Council. While the
faculty itself is not authorized to v
implement the recommendations,

Campus council does hold the 'presented, one faculty member
necessary authority.
said that he had difficulty

At the faculty meeting Monday
night,. Henry Herring, Chairperson of the committee, cited three
major areas of concern. "First,

.

-

there is the question of
institutional priorities," he said.

"There are two competing models
of the College." He noted that the
question the College faces is
whether its primary purpose is to
stimulate intellectual growth, or
whether it has the equal
responsibility to enhance personal
.

philosophy underlying that

system.
Though there was disagreement
concerning specific pointsJn the
report, many faculty members
spoke out in favor of the

and social growth. In defining the
identity of the College, "the
committee would put intellectual
growth first."
In addition. Herring stated that
"the Code of Conduct, while a
sound document, is too vague and
.

should

be revised."

conflict arises!
Finally, "there needs to. be
greater accountability under the
Code," said Herring. Resident
Assistants should confront a Code
violation with or without the
issuance of a complaint. ' In
general, the RA's should be able to
move more quickly to discipline
and serve as arbitrators as well as
counselors. Because of the lack of
accountability, "we also need a
more efficient, more equitable
judicial system."
In the discussion that ensued
after the committee, report was

"

--

Before voting on the Code of Conduct Report, the faculty met to discuss the much-debate- d
problems of institutional priorities, the inefficiency of the judicial system, and the
basic vagueness of the code's wording. Photo by Amy Sancetta

EPC Investigates Curriculum
The Educational Policy

--

Committee has begun a year of
intensive consideration of the

content .and the various

Wooster curriculum. The

Committee has named eight task,
forces of faculty and students to
assist in drawing up specific
curricular models which will be
designed to speak to the needs of
current students and the goals of
liberal learning at Wooster. '
The members of EPC and the
task forces, both of which include
cfiiontc artf" fnfiistna .their
attention on revisions; in' the
general education segment of the
curriculum: the required freshman
course (Freshman Studies), the
"

writing program (Composition

1

and 2), distribution and

culture is based, gain a greater
cultural perspective, and come to
a better understanding of both the
approaches to learning in. the
major: disciplines: the natural
sciences, the social sciences and
the humanities." Ms. Holliday explained that the

revised curriculum being

-

-

discussed by the faculty includes
of
competence in English composi- tion and mathematicaT skills. Also
included are: a course in religious .
studies; ra course introducing
students to the liberal arts with an
emphasis on the acquisition of.

assumptions ,and the approaches
of the disciplines as well as to the
. content of a particular subject."

comprehensiveness of its

The

committee felt that behavior
should accord with academic
purposes; unacceptable behavior
would then be defined in terms of
that which interferes with
academics. Under the present
system, the problem seems to be.
one of assigning priorities when a

distinguishing intellectual from
emotional growth, but agreed with
the basic philosophy of the report.
Another questioned whether the
committee was lacking confidence
in the Dean's Office.
In reply, Herring stated that the
Dean's Office and the RA staff are '
doing capable jobs under the
present, system, but that the
committee is concerned with the

recommendations.

In

amendments

the

to

fact, no

report's

recommendations succeeded in
passing.
One professor stressed that the
report should not imply that
emotional, personal, and social
growth would have to take place in
spite of the College. "Discipline
can occur along with encouragement of personal growth," another
faculty member added.
.
Some expressed concern about
the way in which the rest of the
-

--

College community

might

interpret the acceptance of such a
report. In particular, it was hoped

-

that

the recommendations

concerning sections at Wooster
not be misunderstood. The faculty

vote

simply calls for an

investigation into the worth of

sections at an educational

institution; the vote is not an
endorsement of the abolishment
of sections, ..

Politician Visits Campus

Alan W. Steelman, a former the College of Wooster next week
member of the US. House of as a participant in the Woodrow
Representatives, will be visiting ' Wilson Visiting Fellows program.

work or demonstration

important "knowledge of seminal
ideas and an appreciation of their
role in determining the past,
influencing the present and
shaping the future"; and courses
called "Modes of Understanding,"
which are designed to replace the
present distribution, concentra-

concentration requirements, the
religion requirement, and the
languageculture requirement.
In response to an inquiry on the
chief objectives of the curriculum
revisions, Dean Holliday explained
that "we presently have a sound tion, ' and languageculture
curriculum in which we hope to courses.
make improvements by focusing - In addition, other courses in the
on the .needs of present students category of "Modes.- - of ,
for a more explicit introduction to Understanding" would focus on
the liberal arts. We are not talking literature, the fine arts, and
about a large- - increase in historical perspective. Many of the
requirements. We rather are courses listed under the "Modes of
interested in structuring the Understanding," explains Dean .
curriculum in such a way that Holliday, "will be courses
While a Congesss man from lexas, Woodrow Wilson
students will acquire a knowledgeespccially designed to introduce
Alan W. Stellman was active in environmental study
Fellow
of the basic ideas on which our students to the paradigms, the
curtail Federal spending.
.

and worked to

.

Presently a management consultant and "a member of the
National Governing Board for
Common Cause, Steelman will
speak with students and faculty
at a series of lectures, class room
discussions, and firesides.
While In Congress, Steelman
was a member of the Committee
on Government Operations, the
Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs, and was Vice
Chairman of the Environmental
Study Conference. He was
instrumental in the enactment of
a law to create an 84.550 acre
Big Thicket National Biological
Preserve in Southeast Texas, and
worked extensively on the
Alaska Pipeline Bill and legislation providing for the creation of
an independent Energy Research
and Development Administra--

-

tion.
- Events for Steelman's week-lon- g
virit include: an Economics
Department seminar with
feasor Barbara Burneil on Monday, October 9, at 4 p.m. in
Lowry Center room 119; a fire--,

cont. on pg. 3
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As the discussion surrounding the Herring Committee report
continues, let's review some basic findings concerning student conduct
and see how arguable they are.
(1) We have an alcohol problem on this campus. That is indisputable.
Whether it is less of a problem at Wooster than at other schools is not the
point, for a great deal of alcohol abuse does take place, and leads to other
anti-soci-

behavior.

al

(2) Noise is a problem on this campus. Again, one would have a
"
difficult time debating this conclusion because the evidence is apparenj,
(3) Destruction of College property occurs frequently; though the
amount of damage done at Wooster is not excessive compared to

non-alcoh-

(CPS) First estimates of fall
enrollment in American colleges
and universities see an increase of
2.8 percent over last fall's level.
--

Center for

National

Educational Stastistics (NCES)
expects a total of 11.6 million on
campus, 320,000 more than 1977s
11.28 million.

If the estimates prove true-t- he
'Center won't have final figures
will be the
until the spring-th- is
second consecutive autumn

increase. Many schools, though,
are still trying to recover from the
fall of 1976, when enrollment in
public colleges and universities
dropped a precipitious nine

And many administrators are
still preparing for drops in the
future. Demographers say. the
nation simply won't be producing
enough
in the 1980's
to allow schools to maintain their
course diversity and physical
plant.
Some analysts also think that
fewer
will enroll in
college in the future because of a
predicted slackening of demand
for educated workers.
Specifically, by 1980 there
should be some 4.2 million
who might go to college. By
1990, that number will faD to 3.4
18-year-ol-

18-year-ol-

ds

ds

18-year-ol-

ds

million.
'

-
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Visitation Issues Unresolved

by Martha Oesch
As a result of the continuing
controversy over the option of
visitation at the 'College of
Wooster, a number of questions
have arisen concerning what
procedures are being taken to
obtain
visitation.
According to Greg Hook,
of the VisitationEducation Committee,, of SGA,
students 'must 'be aware of the
complete ' distinction between
visitation and security. Visitation is
defined by the College of Wooster
as, "the visiting of the opposite sex
in students' rooms as a temporary
guest. Visitation also refers to the
visiting of
in the
e
areas of co-eresidences and to the visiting of
the opposite sex in the multi-us- e
units."
areas of single-se-

For reasons of security,

however, the women's residence
halls are locked at 1 a.m. Sunday
through Thursday and 2 a.m.,
Friday and Saturday as described
"
in the Scot's Key.
The Scot's Key goes on to state

24-ho- ur

24-ho-

-

ur

co-chairper- son

.

non-residen- ts

multi-purpos-

d

x

Fifteen
NEW YORK CITY
Luce Scholars, the fifth group
chosen for participation in a
program operated by the Henry
Luce Foundation, arrived in Asia
this week to take up professional
internships in locations that range

Sections Studied
ISC

(Inter

Section Council)

recently formed an ISC

Subcommittee for the purpose of
investigating the roles of Sections
on campus and then developing
goals to be used in achieving

desired objectives.' The
Subcommittee is composed of two

representatives

from each

Section, with at least one of thern
being a Junjor or Senior. A

preliminary report of the

committee's ' recommendations
will be submitted to the ISC at the
end of the Winter Quarter. During
Spring Quarter the ISC will study

the reports and plan for
:

implementation of the proposals.
The . ISC wants to give the
Subcommittee a wide margin of
freedom to express their views
concerning the Section's : roles,
goals, and objectives. Both the

tt)t: linn"

"

cont on pg. 3
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each dorm's statement of
governance deal with this
--

problem. Hook's interpretation of

from over 120 candidates
faU

by 60 colleges

and universities across the

country, including The College of
Wooster.
The 1 we Scholars Program
was established by the foundation
in 1973 to give outstanding young
Americans an exposure to Asia at
an early stage in their careers. The
program is unique in that it
excludes Asian, specialists and
international affairs experts in
favor of young men and women
whose leadership potential is in
1

areas unrelated to Asian

specialties.
The competition for 1979-8Luce- - Scholars is already
underway. Nominating institutions have been asked to present
their candidates to the Henry Luce
0

Foundation no later than

December 4th. Interested seniors,
graduate or professional school
students, or recent alumni under
the age of 30 are asked to contact
Mr. James Heisler or Mr. David

Gedalecia.

The foundation

emphasizes that applications
submitted directly to it cannot be
considered.

"

dorms do have

co-e- d

visitations 'fnl
,
viosq
During the past week, manyvo
dorms were urged to veto either,
24-ho-

ur

intra-dor-

m

,

-

.

;

their entire statements

. ofsfe

it
governance or else vote-- on
clauses-clausand freject the
one concerning 'CisitatiorTThe
purpose behind this action was to
Straw Campus Council that the ' .
students were opposed to the10
rules of visitation as stated in the13
Scot's Key, thereby hoping fW'
force Campus Council to'"- take2
.vime
some form of action.
There was also talk that dortrT J
residents who reject their entire,
statement of governance might ' '
lose all control over regulating the
dorrn. "
Hook pointed .out that no one
knows what would happen if a
dorm took this form of action. It
would merely be up to Campus
Council to review trie approval or
rejection of the statements of
governance and take what action
it deemed necessary; this action
might be a statement acknowledg- - .
ing the student's disapproval of the
rules of visitation instead of direct
action.
Furthermore, he states thatCampus Council can act anytime
on the question of visitation as it
sees fit, and, thus, does not need
the statements," or, lack of,
statements from the dorms in
order to act.
Hook also feels this action
towards Campus Council on the
part of the students is not
necessary, because last year when
the original proposal on
visitation was presented to
Campus Council, it approved it 12e

'--

--

-

.

;

'

from an architect's office in Tokyo
to a biology laboratory in central
Java. The Scholars were selected

nominated last

d

Moreover,

--

..

visitation in the specified lounges
of male, female or co-edorms is
that all dorms have
visitation in designated lounges0'
unless they specify otherwise,.1
24-ho- ur

that, "women students and their
guests may use the main lounges "
after residence hall closing hours,
as long as the security of the
building is jguaranteecT iy the
. students living in the Unit and the
Residence Hall Director, and as
long as the students using this
reasonable
privilege maintain
quiet."
Adding further to the ambiguity
of visitation is the fact that the
Scot's Key does not provide that

Luce Scholars in Asia

.

,
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damage at many other schools, approximately $5000 worth of
destruction was caused last year. According to the report, damage often
happens in connection with drinking.
(4) Sexual coercion (dormitory rape) does take place and is often not
reported. As Dr. Startzman will attest, many women at this college have
been victims, and sexual coercion many times occurs in a setting where
alcohol has been present. Now, the next conclusion of the report is that when examining student
conduct, the committee kept coming back to sections as the major
source of the problems. That point, when considered, is also not as
arguable as some would like to believe.
The intent of the report was to investigate the Code of Conduct;
conclusions concerning sections were a result of that investigation, nof
the cause of it. Because the sections are the focus of much of the social
parties, much of the alcohol abuse
life here, and rarely hold
is associated with section activities. Most complaints concerning noise
involve sections, and the greatest amount of property destruction
occurs in section housing.
Though the problem of sexual coercion cannot be statistically tied to
these organizations, many section parties, with the sexual roles and
stereotypes they propagate, can hardly serve to" decrease the
occurrence of dormitory rape.
We will not conclude, as the report does not conclude, that sections
must be abolished. Groups of students do have the right to live together,
and should not be forced to separate themselves from their friends.
Some sections do not experience as many problems as others and
should not be punished for the behavior of certain organizations.
Yet, as we noted last week, the report concludes that a need exists for
a more methodical and disciplinary judicial system. If sections are to
survive under a consistent Code of Conduct, then they must act
positively to alleviate these campus problems., That is the message of the
report.
D.G.P.

'.- -'

:.

-

--

.

24-ho-

ur

-'

1.

.

The students also voiced their,'
visitation
position; on
through a poll last year when 92
indicated a desire to provide
visitation for those who
1
wanted it.
24-ho-

ur

24-ho- ur

Last year, the
Committee drew up a
proposal for a two option visitation
tion

cont on pg. 3
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Visitation! Committee
cont from pg. 2

of parental opinion.

Proposal

Re-examin- es

One example Hook uses is that
Advocating
say 'it's the rules'. They will
in the
of a roommate with someone of form of a
system of become responsive people living
. Committee
formulated the the opposite sex in the room when visitation, Hook says, "the under a system in which they are
of the present system, or could proposal, it was sent to Campus the other roommate wants to use students will feel their voices are able to express their own
attitudes
Council which passed it 12-elect to live in a dorm with
the room. Instead of facing the being heard and they will be willing and make their own decisions
-From there,, it went to President problem and dealing with it like a and committed to being when they want to see a person of
visitation.
Prior to formulating the Cope land who vetoed it His main mature, assertive adult, the responsible
with the the opposite sex
otherwise
proposal, surveys of the students arguments were that the two roommate relies on the excuse system as adults. They won't just stated as
of hours."
' and the Alumni Board were taken.
option system would limit the that visitation is over at 12 to cope
I
IV.
In addition, a survey was taken of - number of alternative residential with the problem.
-- t!
-. I
M ntkor Mcjca
programs,
would interfere with
"College should prepare you for
utai ii lave open
v"
n,.:..:
i
i
personal privacy and would life by mixing academics with the
tics were similar to Wooster's.
compound the requirements of social aspect so that it creates an
- environment to better one's self
The student survey showed that security.
92 of the students indicated that
This fall the VisitationEducaboth academically and socially.
regardless of their personal tion Committee, chaired by both "While remembering that
preference they would Jike to see Greg Hook and Alyce Fpren,lias academics is the main goal of the
ure ujiiuii uit rA t
withdrawn the original
institution, comments Hook, "it
visiiauon
offered to those" who wanted it. system of visitation presented last should create an individual who is
Seventy-nin- e
percent - indicated year, - and is in the process of responsible and mature."
that
they would actually live under rewriting the new proposal ' of President Copeland feels that-wh,
the
system of visitation. -- ' visitation in order to make it more
the students show that they
Hook emphasized that the results feasible. Instead of an abrupt can live together as a community
of this survey were almost parallel
change to the new visitation and respect the rights of others
to the results of the previous year's . system, they hope to be able to and make the present visitation
survey; thus, student dissatisfacimplement it in a series of stages system work, then we will be ready
tion with the. present system
over a few years.
to consider a new system. On the
- As stated in the Scot's Key contrary, Hook feels that the continued.
The Alumni Board, made up of under the Code of Conduct, "the ' present system is a source of
26 Wooster graduates from the
College of Wooster. believes that frustration for. the students and
1920's through last year's class
the Christian ethic is best served in that this causes the present
(who act in an advisory capacity to an atmosphere of personal self--, system not to work.
'
s
the college) indicated its support discipline, and guided by the
of the option system of visitation
principle of concern for others..."
'B?b Wollenbera otherwise known as Bojo the Clown did
what comes . naturally at . the SAB Clown Wnrk.hn
when 21 of the 26' responded as : The present system of visitation
i
i
follows; 12 in favor , 6 opposed and
nigni.
i uKtuiy
rnoto oy Amy Sancetta.
1
cont from pg.
does not allow the student to have
3 neutral.
the
responsibility
of
side discussion about internaAn interesting fact was that five according
to Hook. Instead of tional affairs at. 9 p.m. that
of the six alumni from the 1950's, making people
confront problems
evening in Babcock; a discussion
people who were sending their
cont from pg. 2
realistically it allows them to use on values in American politics on
mittee, Associate Dean of
own children to college, were in
ISC
and
the Subcommittee are
Dwight Moore said: "In
Students
excuses
provided
by
Tuesday,
the
10,
p.m.
October
visitation
9
in
at
favor of the option system. Hook system.
extremely,
in
interested
the
ISC
that
where
the
has the responsibility
..
Wagner; a political science
sees this as a significant indicator
to govern the Sections on campus,
coffee with professor Bradlee Section system is now, and where
they want it to go in the next few
the .establishment: of this'
Karen on Wednesday, Oct.
subcommittee is one of the most
4 b.m. In the faculty lounqei. a years.
The ISC itself, acts as a exciting moves in the last five '
With. .the advent of ' the Red more than one challenged group talk concerning environmental
years of ISC history. Through this
Cross Bloodmobile October 19th, can be associated with both protection by professor Stanley coordinating agent for all
subcommittee
the ISC can
groups,
intersection
activities,
deals
as
and
has
sororities
campus
heshe
of
the
desires.
one
Adams at the social science
determine its goals and objectives
The women, of Chi Omega Psi table on Thursday. October 12, with all matters concerning
devised a program to promote this
so that the needs of a significant
worthwhile project. Chi Omega hope that the challenge will be at Noon; and a convocation by relations between Sections and
other clubs, enthusiastically accepted on Karan entitled "Ethics and the campus community. The minority of male students may be
P&U challenges
sections and programmed living campus. Those interested in Decisions in Congress" to be charters of all Sections are held by met."
becoming a part of the delivered at 8:15 p.m. on Thurs- the ISC, and this determines the
units in donating blood.
foundation upon which the ISC
According to the proposed plan,
bloodmobile .challenge should day. October' 12, in
Mateer governs Section rush, pledging,
largest
with
their
the
consult
organization's
organization
leader Auditorium.
the
and initiation. The ISC is
percentage of members or Carol Emmons. Please watch Wooster is one of
participating will be declared the for more details in the Potpourri and eighteen colleges, primarily composed of the seven Section
winner and will receive earned and next week's Voice.
small liberal , arts institutions, presidents and an elected ISC
recognition. Attendance and
that have been included in the president.
Commenting on the Subcom
THISTLE is now accepting . Visiting Fellows program.
group affiliation will be recorded
after the member completes submissions of all those items of
hisher donation. Members of, creativity people have been
4 ft
creating all summer. Any poetry or
will
for
accepted
be
prose
fiction
Store Hours: lion, thru Thur. 0:33 to :J0
Dojxatuv'iu internships are due
Friday and Saturday Nights Till
Oct' ' Usi. not Ortober 3rd. consideration. Submissions can
in tasi ueek's be made to Box 2454 by October
a- iv
-

;

'.
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764

Pittsburgh

Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Chese. Pepperoni. Sausage.
Mushrooms, Anchovies. Peppers, Onions

Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving' Italian .American Foods

Men's & Women's
Clothing
and

Furnishings

T.I
The key to having money

later is with saving now. We

can help you with one of our
many savings plans. Let
your money grow so it can
I unlock tomorrow.

v

--

VELCOr.HD TO WOC3TEII!
&

!j

b

'

Including cotton denim flares with button front

or zipper styles.

Come See Us:
Sat-5p.m.-2a.-

'

-

Sating

& Loan Atiocialion

of Wooiter
1812 Cleveland Road

Weekdays-5p.rn.-la.- m

Frt
Sunday Carry-Ou-

264-781-

m.

t

Federal

Pint
X

Only

5-1-

2.

Closed Tues.
"

.

Qood Merchandise
Our Business snd Pleasure Since 1179 '
Public Square, Wooster. Ohio
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Mary Lymi Pulley New Wagimeir, Mecrani
by Sabrina Johnson

A new program and a new
director Wagner Hall now has
both. The new program is
designed to offer an alternative to
single sex living in addition to the
present coed residence halls on
campus. The underlying purpose
of "Wagner's program can be
summed up in a quote by William
Lyon Phelps:
--

.

.

exposed to coed living there and at
Regis College last year where she
was the Residence Director of a
coed hall.
, ' The programming has been set
up to involve ten coordinators, ve
'
whose initial purpose was to write
up a statement of purpose. AD
coordinate - small programming
committees, serve as a liaison with
the staff, and respond to needs as
they arise. There will be eight to
ten students in each small group
and each will develop its own goals
for the quarter. At the end of the
quarter, each group will be asked

will explore topics

such as liberal
sex
arts education,
roles, wholistic health and other

.

-

"Every person in the world may
not become a personage. But
every person may become a
personality.' The happiest people
are those who think the most
interesting thoughts. Interesting
thoughts can only live in cultivated
minds. Those who deckle to use
leisure as a means of mental

.

-

non-tradition-

al

'
interesting topics.
Mary Lynn explains that they
want to emphasize respect and
responsibility,
breaking down
stereotypes, and interacting in an
open and honest - way. She
.

--

stresses

learning

"

the importance of
to Iget --along with the

opposite sex, learning to relate
and to live in an environment
conducive to that. In the process
of living and learning, Wagner has
been given a great deal of freedom
and the students a great deal of

to present some concrete

expression of what it has done. leeway - to explore and to
The nine groups are: All Hall experiment. "I'm really trying to
Programs, which involves see if it- - will work
we're also
coordinating speakers and trying to document it" Mary Jynn
debates, Public Relations! comments.
who love good
development,
Mary. Lynn .'claims that
Committee which will deal with all
music, good books, good pictures,
publicity, the Environmental participation has been excellent
good plays at the theater, good Board which will deal specifically up to this point and that she is very
company, good conversation
with changes or improvements in pleased with her staff. The
what are they? They are the the physical aspect of Wagner, resident assistants are Lucille
happiest people in the world; and Social Events, Community Action, Teichert, Dan Kirkpatrick, and
they are not only happy in . which will involve participation in Judy Simmons. "I'm impressed
themselves, they are the cause of volunteer and community action with all the RA's here. Overall,
"
happiness in others."
around Wooster, and four they are more impressive than any
- The new director, Mary Lynn
different discussion groups, which staff I've seen."
Pulley, hails from Oxford, Ohio,
attended Denison College for two
years and transferred to the
University of North Carolina at
by Peg Weissbrod
ance due to Council from each
d
Chapel Hill, where she
hall by October ' 3,
residence
due
slow
to
After
start
a
Psychology
English
and
in
Campus Council
Duncan,
Nancy
.memconflicts,
scheduling
the
and received her M.A. in
member-at-Iargexplained the
are
back
Council
Campus
of
bers
Counseling Psychology. While at
many
to refuse'
dorms
efforts
of
to work. Their meetingsopen to
U.N.C., Mary Lynn was a resident
'governance.
of
statements
their
are
communtiy
"campus
the
assistant and later'served as the .
She pointed out that since the"
Assistant Director irr charge of 12 planned for Monday afternoons
can only approve visita- - ;
students
119.
inLowry
residence halls. 'She has been at I pjn.
The first meeting of the quar- rion hours in their dorms upto
td-Woos- ter
ter, September 25, saw debate the limits et forth in 4b Code ojU
over the report of the SGA Conduct, many feel a heedto,,,
Students7 ettend regular Scholarship
committee. A total refuse statements; which ignore
meetings and weigh themselves
'
of $3000 from the SGA's budget the need for
visitation on ,
weekly, recording their progress.
past,
to
year,
the
in
as
this
went
official
campus.
No
action.,
this
The program can be individually
oriented, too; dieters may work on providing incoming freshmen was taken by Campus Council. jrr,
with scholarships based on
basis with the Hygeia
a
extracurricular high school actiThe second meeting of the
staff.
vities. Some members of Council quarter was last Monday; Octo-- ,
Interested students can begin
felt that a smaller budget could ber'2. The recent report by the.
any time and may schedule the
program to their needs. If you'd be allocated for this purpose, but Judicial Board committee was
discussion showed that Council discussed, especially concerning
like to correct bad eating habits
felt ihe money was well spent the committee's recommen-- i
weight,
come
lose
that extra
and
of voting y
to the meeting each Thursday, at 4 and they approved the continua- dations on the number
members from ' each campus ..
tion of such a scholarship.
p.m. in Hygeia, or visit Hygeia
With the statements of govern constituency, the future status of
during the week.
.
.

"

--

.

.

.

--

Council Convenes

--

double-majore-

New residence hall director, Mary Lynn Pulley, looks
forward to a challenging year. Photo by Amy Sancetta.

e,

Weight
Watchers Returns
Hygeia announces the
program the last tew years nave
lost anywhere from 5 to 40 pounds
within 5 to 30 weeks. The program
follows the Weight Watchers plan
whereby dieters support each
other and learn to replace eating
habits that cause weight gain with
habits that promote weight loss.

continuation of its diet program for

the

school year.

1978-197- 9

Students

participating

the

in

THE

SHOP

A in ttta CoJIaf Hill

Ptten:

262-884-

i

The program also helps successful

dieters to maintain

their

achievement.

6

CITY
NEWS

newspapers

,

one-to-on-

e

.

j

itt-concei-

Smoke Shop

Greeting Cards

24-ho- ur

LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
Are the abortionists as destructive as we seem to think? Are they in fact a
resurrection of the Fascist mentality of the Third Reich? Let the words
speak for themselves: Does this or does it not echo the very words coming
from the abortionists mouths today?:
"love of neighbor' has to disappear, especially
The
in relation to inferior or asocial creatures. It is the supreme duty of
the national State to grant life and livelihood only to the healthy.
in order to secure the maintenance of a hereditarily and racially
T
pure folk for at eternity.'
Dr. Arthur Guett, Nazi Dir. of Public Health, 1935.
ABORTION FACTS
Once you permit the kiffing of the unborn chid, there will be no stopping
There will be no age limit. You are setting off a chain reaction that will
. eventually make you the victim... If a doctor will take money for kilBng the
innocent in the womb, he wUI kill you with a needle when paid by your
children. This is the terrible nightmare you are creating for the future.' '
Gallop
Dr. R-1

202-515-1

Magazines

--

mm

--

m

and

Members of the Judicial Board
committee will be - invited to
attend next week's meeting to
help answer Council's questions.

ved

Flair Travel
Consultants
343 E. COWMAN ST.

-

Catalog of Collegiate Research
:

TENTH ANNUAL
LONDON SHOW TOUR

(Offer expire Dec 31. 1978)

Course credit offered
See Dr. Shutz

Over 10,000 listinas! All subjects. .
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.

Open
i

Mon-S- at

0 plasma alliance

730

A.M.- -4

evnings-M,T,- W,

372 E. Exchange Sf4 Xkron Phone

376-687- 7

& Th till 9:00 P.M.
for appommert Mf

For Your
Convenience :
Just off the College ;
Campus For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
end Needs
.

FREE!

'Morch

--

SEND TOr Collegiate Research
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

"

7-2- 1;

1978

CALL
264-650-

?

the

the committee's suggestions.

--

A,

Bonus for first time donors with this ad.

--

ambiguous wording of some of

.

w

hearings,

Dean's-- ,

.

S. Market

'
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a rabbit as Harvey.

l

.

An

You haven t seen too many

all-ti-

showcases the comic genius of
C.O.W. pros Dan Treadwell and
Toni Arnold in the starring roles.
Other cast members include
Bunny McKee, Steve Thompson,
Mike Lauber, David Underwood,
Sue Reed, Mimi Richmond. Lee
Merrill, Jamie Evans, and Karl
"
.,
Novak."
"Harvey" is just a promise of
. things to come, however. Freedlander has lined up a whole
season of memorable shows. On
Wooster wel- October 26-2comes the Great Lakes Shake-- "
speare Festival, a company , of
professional actors who will present "Two Gentlemen of Verona"
and "What" Every Woman
Knows." Also in store is a
y
production of
the melodrama "Ten Nights in a
Barroom." replete with villian,
heroine, and some musical intermissions to boot Concluding the
season is an original drama by
Anneta Jefferson yet to be un- -

favorite. "Harvey'

me

Is the classic comedy -- of an
eccentric man (Elwood P. Dowd)
who believes that his best friend
is a giant white rabbit. f.The
Freedlander production, directed,
by David Fennema and
by Margaret Burnham,

like him: a great white rabbit
standing six feet tall. Yet on
October 12 through 15 Freed-landTheater will present a

er

production that just might have
you convinced that there IS such

ed

co-direct-

-

Foreign Films Aired
foreign-lifestyle-

being projected

in Mateer

Auditorium during, the 1978 fall
Quarter. The movies, also titled the
TuesdayWednesday films, will be
- shown' once a week, randomly on
Tuesday or Wednesday at 8:00
p.m. Admission is 75 cents per film
on ciyiu
ui vJ iui a act tea ih.icl
.
shows.
"As moviegoers, we saw the
need for films on Wooster!s

campus,

--

English film titled "Negatives", was

".

Seamen.

and the Cultural Events

commercial,- Robert; Redford
type," explained
co-coordinat-ors

Committee, but they may become
self supportive in response to

' faculty

--

sufficient

History
Becky
of the

studio section of the

.

"The films are presently
sponsored by the Art Department

--

:

.

door, receipts.

Art-Department.

our sequence is run,"
"The closest
one can find a good foreign
movie is Cleveland,' said. - "We feel that this program is a
Breckinridge. "This is why we great cultural experience,"
"One which the
.entourage people from town to
students of Wooster shouldn't
miss. -- These films promise
entertainment as well as
off," she added.
; The eight films come from-- a
intellectual stimulation," vanetyotcounmes.anaaccoraing :,
1
October 10 ;
td" ttjeforams' coordinators,
wefe'sejected oh the basis of the
The 1,000 Eyes of Dr. Mabuse
director : and where the film
German '
originated. Most of the films are.
October 18
Alexander Nevsky .
dubbed or subtitled in English.
Russian
They- - range from comedy to
October 24
tragedy .and from drama to a touch
Camp American Shorts
of romance. "Each picture gives a
November 1 '
powerful message along with being
The Castle
very beautiful," offered
'
"''
German
Breckinridge- - .
8
interdepartmental
November
courses
Two
The Cold of Naples
to Film
in film, Introduction
Italian
Criticism, and The History of Film,
November 15 '
offer a similar program, in the
"
The Island
winter and spring quarters.
will
Japanese
;
we
continue
"Whether or not
place-tha-

.

f

a

y

(0

veiled.

A

aJ

..

.

v

9.

-

..

"

."

:

Tickets are on sale at the box
office in Freedlander for $2.50 for
the college production, $3.00 for
the Great Lakes Shakespeare
- productions. Students, however,
are encouraged to take advantage of a Season Saver Subscrip- -'
Jtion: all five shows for $11.00 or
the threexollege productions for
$5.00. The subscription offer
'
ends October 15.
The curtain will rise at Freedlander for its first show of the
,. season on October 12 at 8:15
wp.in. If you've never seen a
tall white rabbit, make
- sure you don't miss Harvey
-

a

,

"Hopefully, through admission
funds, we will be able to choose
more recent films the next time

--

I

college-communit-

or professors," expressed
,:

other than the

Ms. Man; Breckinridqe.
member of the' Art Department, and Ms.
Seamen, faculty member

.

moderate. . But expectations are
for a higher level of attendance at
the second show. "We think more,
people will come after they hear
about the shows from their friends

.

-

.

.

our series depends on when the
interdepartmental films ' are
scheduled and the size of our
audiences stated Breckinridge.
According - to Seamen, film
attendance at the first show, an

To offer The students and
community of Wooster a view of
a new
s,
various
- series of international films are

r

.

?

.-

by Lee Merrill '

said,-Seame-n.

t

.V--'.

said-Breckinridg-

'.

e,

six-fo-

ot

.

.

Sancetta.

$5.00
REBATE ON

S

.

--

Engrossed in his script, Dan Treadwell prepares for his role
in the upcoming production of "Harvey". Photo by Amy

PERRY
OPTICAL

TI Programmable 57

"

--

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

TO SEE. BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL

Computer-lilc- e
j

.

--

ii
II

-

Dorm Sets Goals

Babcock Internationa House is
dormitory for both
a small co-eforeign students and Americans
"who are interested in languages
d

and international

program last year, The last aim is to let the students
share in cultures other than the
American. The Oktoberfest,'
which is a traditional German
marriage ceremony, is one of the

.

affairs.

Applications have to be written if
one wants to live in this unit.
According
to Don Snow,
director of Babcock, the main goal
of this house is to generate

interests in other countries

--

'

,

with-th- e

and

organizing
symposia, usually- - on every

Wednesday evening at 9 p.m.
- Another goal is to try to make
the people aware of worldwide
events and concerns by holding

"

Shoppe ,
248 W. North

Sirs!

PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL-

.

CDCDQJ,X'

CDG,r

bilities to simplify
problem solving:
Functions of x. Logarithmic functions.

-

t

mathematical

pnEGcnipnoMS
RLLED
3S3 EAST UDEHTY

capa-

TI Programmable 57

234-224- 4

The TI Programmable 57 is a powerful slide rule
calculator that you can program right from the
keyboard. It comes with a graphic learning guide,

Camera Shop

Making Track Into Programming, making it ideal for

high school or college students and professionals
new to programming.

IN THZ RAMAOA INN

Welcome Back for a Glorious Autumn
The Shop With Everything

Pro-

grammable 57 is alsc
a powerful super
slide rule calculator
which provides
many advanced

I

PUio'o Peek

-

Grace's Wine

-

TheTI

.

lectures, witKdiscussions

afterwards. Thus there will be a
presentation on Wednesday,
October 4, by students of Wooster
who participated in the Vienna- -

that purpose.
the activities mentioned
above are not the only programs
Babcock wants to work with this
year; plans are made by the
' But

Programming Board (formed by
representatives of (the House) and
other announcements will be
made scon.

campus. This, is stimulated by
s

PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED

festivities Babcock organizes for

American students on
slide-show-

COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES

programming functions include: Complete editing and
error correction
capabilities. Six different forms of
branching. Two
levels of subroutines
And much more.

i

FLORENCE O.
WILSON
BOOKSTORE

,

, .

.
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BUILD YOUR OWN

smui

21

Sporting Events Are An Experience As Exciting As Being There!
Movies Are Seen The Way They Were Meant To Be Seen!
rong And Other Video Games Are More Exiting Than Ever!
uii uc weu rr lift v tueu a ape j lay oacre equipment!
--

.
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It's Like Having a "Movie Theater" in .Your Home!

AMAZING $90.00 PROJECTOR KIT now only $29.95
Imaeine invitinff friends to kpp TV x
w
jrwux iiKowi umc
t . a l a iia.c view liig uji a muvic
screen! Everything takes on a whole new dimension
almost makes you feei like you're in theWtion! Can also

...

be used outdoors, converting your back yard into an open-ai- r
Outdoor Theater! This new invention, gives sharp
brilliant TV reception comparable to commercial projector systems costing $2,500 or more. Absolutely SAFE to
use. No electrical or mechanical connections to TV. Removes in seconds for regular size viewing. No special aerial
requirea. rrojects up to a x b loot pictures (7V4 Ft. diagonal) on walror screen, even in the smallest rooms or
apartments. Best of all, this amazing Projector is really simple and inexpensive to build yourself. Even a
old
can do it quickly. Enclosed Kit comes complete with unbreakable lifetime guaranteed Precision Lens System,
11" x 17" illustrated Plans and Specifications and EASY ASSEMBLY instructions. All you supply is only some
cardboard or wood for the simple cabinet. This Projector can be used with ANY Portable TV set 7" to 25", and will
enlarge pictures in either Color o Black & White. If you wish, here's an easy way to make money in your sparetime.
Simply assemble and sell these TV Projectors to your friends, neighbors, relatives, etc. Everyone with a Television
Set will gladly pay you up to $90.00 for each Projector you build. Make up to $70.00 on each easy sale. Your cost
-

12-ve-

one kit - $29.95, two kits - $49.95, five kits - $99.95.
SALES MARKETING Dept. NP-P.O. Box 2646
Merced, California 95340
7

Enclosed is $

for

k

Postpaid complete TV PROJECTOR KITS

Name

Address
City State

Zip
Offer expires October 22, J 978

1

1

1 1 1 1
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Qarwile Sparks Harriers
by Jim Wilkins
WOOSTER, OHIO
Until last
Tuesday, . College of Wooster
junior John Carwile had never
won a college cross country meet,
but with a victory in the Scots' tri- .

meet, over Kenyon and Oberlin
Saturday at Wooster, Carwile has
now won
races.
back-to-bac- k

Carwfle's time of 27:11 over
Wooster's rugged
course
led the Scots to a sweep of the top
five-mil- e

',"

.

two places with freshman Joey
Pavlovitch second in 27:27.
Wooster finished with 31 points
while Oberlin was second with 45
and Kenyon third with 51.
Wooster now has a
record.
' Carwfle's first college, triumph
came last Tuesday in a dual meet
at Kenyon and though his winning

f

'

i

r.

i

.

n

--

.

3-- 1

in each meet was similar,
Wooster's hilly N course made
Saturday's race more impressive.
"John ran a much stronger race
on Saturday than he did in the dual
meet against Kenyon," coach Jim
Bean said. "In fact, the whole team
ran stronger. We're used to
running on hills and we made that
work to our advantage."
Senior Jeff Pepper was
hampered by a sore back but stilly
finished seventh with a time of
28:36. Freshmen John Metz and
John Johns matched strides for
most of the race and finished in a
tie for tenth in 29:04.
"I really was pleased to see Metz
and Johns running together,"
finished together
Bean said-Thejn the Kenyon meet and are really
helping pull each other along."
"Anytime we beat Oberlin it's a
good feeling because they've been
tough on us in the past," Bean
said. "Saturday we have to face
Muskingum and they're in the
Metz ran well in the Scots' victory over
same category that we are so it Freshman John
Kenyon
Saturday. Photo by David
Oberlin
and
should be a tight race."

:

;

.

y

Koppenhaver.
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-f--
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Scottie Swimmers Optimistic

I

-

5'5V

"

The .Women's Varsity Swim
will open their v season
tomorrow at 11:00 in the PEC

record .liokJerHoff "the "
board will be leading the drivers for
Wooster. Also, Joanna Scheffler,
who competed as a diver for two
years has moved from the diving
board to the starting block to
compete as a swimmer this
--

--

Team '

against

a'strbng Ohio Wesleyan

team. Although Wesleyan

Senior Deb Berg and junior Pat Buda go up for a block defeated the Scotties last year, the
competition should be good, since
against Muskingum. Photo by Amy Sancetta
Wooster has six returning

by Deb Berg
College
of Wooster Scot-ti- e
The
Volleyball squad opened its

season on a sour note Saturday
15-16
with a
loss to a greatly : unproved
Muskingum team.
.
Coming off a 21-- 8 season last
year with only one graduating
senior, the Scotties expected to
have another excellent year. Due
study and transfer,
to
however. Woo lost two additional starting players. This left
coach Jim Collier with the task
of developing the inexperienced
setting game to operating eff13-1- 5.

13-1- 5.

5,

14-1-

--

off-camp-

us

This inexperience showed as
only two starters from last year's
squad began the game. (Laura
Page and Pat Buda) Judy Miller,
another stalwart, was forced to
sit out the match with the flu.
Other members of the 1978
team are: Amy Hoffman, Joanna

mains undaunted. "I'm

ball-handli-

--

Inn
Smithvillo
- 109 West Main
' Smithville '
"Whore Chicken Is King"
6M-2S4-1

dis-

ng

-

15-2.15- -9.

v

year's absence is Bonnie

Bosworth. Although she was
last fall, Bosworth's 50
yard- and 100 yard Breaststroke
records still hold from the 1976
off-camp-

O

'

season.
Junior Carrie Keeganwho is

Vegetarian Dinners Served
Oar specials: Fresh salads
Eggplant sandwiches
Tacos
Soy burgers
Aracados
Herbal teas
Smoothies and juices

o We have meat, too!
Come see us at 131 N. Market

us

-

ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN

Heywood, Mary LeSourd, Mary
Levine, Deb Berg and freshmen

Barb Gressens and Janie Oder.
The Scotties major problem

--

appointed in the fact that we
lost," said Collier after the game.
"But I was pleased overall in our
and defense. After
all, every game we lost was by
only two points."
The Jayvee sqtfady gave the
Scotties a lot to cheer about. The
team, primarily composed of
freshmen, defeated Wayne General, a local club team, 15-4,
--

iciency.

Five of "the six returning
swimmers are school record
holders. Junior Brenda Luger
holds three records including the
100 backstroke and the 200
freestyle and medley relays. K.C.
Clark, this year's team captain,
also holds three records with one
in the 50 backstroke, which she set
as a freshman, plus both relays.
The team's lone Senior is Lynda
Jolly who shares the medley relay
record with Clark and Luger.
Returning to competition after a

Saturday lay in the area of
aggressiveness. Wooster tended
to play safe on the hits and often
elected to dink when the power
hit was available.
However, Scottie optimism re-

or Call us at
Z64-476-

7

r:-,

season.

letterwinners and an excellent
class of freshmen.

VolleybattersOpen

3-mete-

In addition to this strong roster
of upperclassmen, the Scotties
can boast an excellent group of
freshmen. Exceptional" newcomers, according to Coach Nan
Nichols, are Nancy Keiter who
swims the Individual Medley,

Breaststroke and distance

Nan Nichols says, This is the
strongest team that we've ever
had. But we must realize that the
other teams are also improving, f
The Scotties are opening their
season with their two toughest

meets, facing Wesleyan

tomorrow, and then meeting
Kenyon on Friday, Oct. 13.

WORLD-WID- E

freestyle, Nancy' Jo McMillian
who's a talented Breaststroker,
and Ann Howes, who will compete
in the freestyle sprints.
Audrey Vaughn will be an
addition to Wooster's super

TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES-YO-

U

.

backstrokers

while Debbie

Allenby will be a strong Butterflyer
for the Scotties.
The Swim Team also recruited
two freshmen divers in Amy
McCumpha and Dawn Krause,
who will join Keegan to form an
outstanding diving trio.

ABORTION
Up Thru 14 Weeks

Safe and Gentle
Akron's Most Experienced
Clinic

Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC

Market St.
Call Collect 0 535 6178

513 W.
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Football Machine in High Gear, Now
-

0--

"

.

-

r

-

.

7-- 0.

Scots had the ball again. Oberhn
Steve Miller fumbled on the first
play after the kickoff. Wooster
recovering on the 15. Two
minutes later, 'Mike Riffee
plunged two yards into the
Lynch split the uprights and the score was 14-. The first quarter ended with
this relatively mild score, but
early in the second quarter the
Scots were at it again. After a
Wooster drive was unexpectantly
stopped, Oberlin took over at the
Scot 47. But the Yeoman turned
over the football, this time via
fumble, and Eric Showes re--;
covered at the 45. The.
ed
another drive and
capped it when Tim Raffell
tossed the ball 16 yards to Chris
Romano in the
Kevin
Lynch put in the toe to make it a
21-- 0 count.
The Scot defense was demonstrating, how nationally ranked
defense is played. However, they
were having some trouble
the- throwing arm of
Gregg Heiden, who passed for
.

-

end-zon- e.

0.

Scots-launch-

end-zon- e.

con-taini- ng

-

yards in the first half. Coach Tom
Hollman said, "Defense overall
played a very sound, 'degressive game excluding about eight
minutes in the second quarter."
Coach Hollman feels the success
of the defense is due to. a team
effort.
While Heiden was getting
119

yardage, the rest of the team
wasn't getting anywhere, and the

Yeoman were constantly forced the Oberlin 20 yard line. On the attempts, while George Muller
first play, the promising Dave went 4 for 6 and 55 yards. Chris
to turn over the football. .
After one such' Oberlin punt, Dorinski rolled around right and - Romano had 4 receptions and 50
Wooster's Tim Jackson grabbed sprinted 20 yards for the score. yards. IT
Although the Scots provided a
the ball at midfield and evaded Kevin Lynch extended his perfect
all Yeoman in his way- as he string of conversions with his strong , offensive performance,
they were plagued by turnovers
galluped 50 yards for another - kick. The Oberlin agony-finallScot touchdown. Lynch's boot ended, the final score; Wooster and penalties. .This displeased
- -. Coach Hollman who said, "In a
56, Oberlin 0.
made it 28-The statistics were nothing close" or crucial game that will
Soon the halftime gun
more than grisly details. The hurt. We must eliminate these
sounded and the Oberlin team
Wooster offense racked up an mistakes."
was granted a 15 minute truce.
unbelievable 493 yards. The
This week the Otterbein CardiIt took the Scots' about 7
minutes before they had chalked Yeoman managed 110 yards but nal bring in an even
record into Severance Stadium.
up 7 more points in the third 121 of those yards were through
quarter. Mike Riffee did the the air. Thats right, the awesome The Scots are looking forward to
honors as he burst into the goal Scot defensive pushed Oberlin a much better game from them.
from 12 yards out, capping a 43 - runners backward for 11 yards, The Cardinals are a rebuilding
yard drive. Kevin Lynch did his rushing for the day! George "team, but. are built around a
thing, and the game -- was' a Anderson led in rushing with 71 strong nucleus. The offensive line
yards, with Rich Leone close is solid as well as the backfield.
laughter. 35-behind with 65. Tim Raffell The defense is questionable, but
Oberlin received the kickoff
passed for 71 yards on 11 - is progressing with the season. .
and started a drive at their own
17; but the drive went backwards
as the nasty Scot defense forced
the Yeoman into a fourth and
four situation .at the 8. Gregg
WOOSTER, OHIO
Sopho- - haven't cost us yet.
,
Heiden punted 22 yards, Wooster
Abby
forward
Shultz
more
scored ' After the early - Wooster spurt,
took the ball on the 30, George.
her third goal of the. game with 34 Bowling- - Green clicked on a
Muller guided the Scots down-fielremaining to lead the - penalty corner to cut the score to
seconds
and
Jim Powers
.
College
at half. of Wooster field hockey
darted ten yards for another '
picked
in the
Falcons
up
The
team
to
Bowling
a
win
over
score. Kevin LynchT of course.
right
they
left off
half
where
in
second
Green
opener
their
home
'
added the conversion, and the
;
when Leslie Dunton tied the score
scoreboard flashed "42 big points Saturday.
- Shultz opened her scoring spree ' at 9:40 of the second half. Eighty
for the Scots.
1:20 into the opening period on a 'Seconds later Cindy Hilley
The final period started much
penalty
comer. Forward Amy rammed a penalty flick past goalid
to the relief of Oberlin. Coach
Beth Sperry to give BG the lead.)
Barnard
then
scored at the seven
Hollman had mercifully brought
minute mark to give the Scotties a v With 10 minutes left m the game
in the reserves, but the difference
- Shultz gave
lead.
a weak push past the)
was- - hardly noticeable. Oh ' goalie to knot the score at
beginning
Falcon
and
the
end
ol
The
of
Wooster's
It looked like overtime for the
game were beautiful,"
the fourth quarter, George the
until Shultz hit for the hat
Scotties
Kathy
Wooster
commented
coach
Muller engineered another drive Moore,
ko in IV
in tVvzj
rn tKa
. "but
the middle was
M 1.
C, final
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--with the aid of two freshmen
something . else. ,. Our , team is
running backs, Tom Mobilia and . inexperienced Wooster led in shots on goal 13-- .
and makes
Dave Dorinski. The two backs
8 and penalty .corners. 14-- .
mistakes,
but
those
mistakes
generated the yardage as the
Scots drove 59 yards culminated
This iVeek In Scot and Scottie Action
when Dorinski flashed across the
goal-lin- e
for his first touchdown
FOOTBALL vs. Otterbein at home Sat., Oct. 7. 1:30 p.m. "
as a varsity - gridder. Lynch
vs. Grace away Sat., Oct. 7; vs. Southern Methodist at home
SOCCER
tacked on another point to make
Thurs., Oct. 12, 4 p.m.
'
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by Hank Sperry
The College of Wooster
ing Scots have broken the law.
.'According to Murphy's law, ""If
nothing possibly can go wrong,
something will,"
Going into the Oberlin game
the Scots had "everything going
for them: back to back wins, a
nationally ranked defense, they
were second in league offense,
and number one in team defense.
They were blessed with a perfect
football day and a stadium full of
enthusiastic Wooster Scot fans.
Their opponent, Oberlin, was 2
and had given up 123 points in
the two games. They were
'second to last in league offensive,
and dead last in defense. Nothing
possibly could go wrong for the
Scots, right?
Right The Scots flagrantly
disobeyed Murphy's law and
....
.
.
i
ine-- napiess
uneriy aesiroyea
Oberlin Yeoman 56-- 0 in Severance Stadium last Saturday.
The holocaust started early
when Wooster received the ball
on downs after Oberlin had
ignorantly attempted a first down
in their own territory on a fourth
and four yard situation. Taking
the ball on Oberlin's 41, the .
Scots strolled downfield and
scored six plays later when Tim
Raffell kept the ball and dashed
10 yards around the right side.
Kevin Lynch's kick made it
Seventeen ticks of the Severance Stadium clock later, the
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CROSS COUNTRY vs. Muskingum at home Sat,. Oct.
vs.
at home Wed., Oct. 11, 4 p.m.

The crowd wanted 50 points,
but the inexperienced Scots were
having problems and it looked
like the clock was going to run
out on them. But things could
not go wrong for the Scots today.
With 10 seconds remaining in
the game, Wooster took over on

;

7, 11 a.m.;

Baldwin-Wallac- e

FIELD HOCKEY vs. Denison away Sat., Oct.

7; vs. Ashland at home
Wed., Oct. 11, 4JO p.m.- SWIMMING vs. Ohio Wesleyan at home Sat., Oct. 7. 11 a m.
VOLLEYBALL vs. Yountstown State at home Sat., Oct. 7 11 a.m.;
vs. Ohio Wesleyan and Ohio Dominican at Delaware Thurs. , Oct. 12.

Soccer Splits Two G ames

by Kevin Kilcommons

The fighting Scots played two
totally opposite games last week
in losing to Cleveland State,
then coming back to brush aside
.
Heidelberg,
According to one Wooster
player. "Losing to Cleveland
State' is like losing to the
'Cosmos." So explains the September 27th gameagainst one of
the top ranked teams in the
nation. Acording to Coach Bob '
Nye, the Cleveland team was
able to outplay Wooster by
-

4-- 0;
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completely rotating their forward
k
line with the
line, and
sometimes with the fullbacks.
The coach went on
that the Scots play a
defense, so when forwards
found ' themselves on the fullback line when Wooster received .
the ball confusion set in. Coach
Nye added that his
k
and
forwards were having touble
passing the ball to one another.
'As a result of this lack of
Wooster was unable to put Cleveland on the

.
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DINO'S
DRIVE THRU
.
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:

PIZZA

All Mad

Soft Drinks and lc

11 00 a m. 11:00 p.m.
Monday thru Thursday
11 00 a.m.-00 o m.
Frdoy ond Saturday
"
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To ?'!.- - fn-- j Cir

'

defense often enough.
,
On the' other side of the
spectrum the Scots were able to
easily defeat Heidelberg. In this
game the Scots were able to' hold
their opponents to just four shots
on goal and one corner kick.
Wooster ended up with thirty-on- e
shots on goal, five of which
scored. The Scots who scored
were Ken Kolich with two, fullback Nick Crismali (who scored
on a penalty kick), JeffWhite and
Bob Neff.

The Scots play away tomor-roat Grace in Indiana then
return for a tough home game
-- against Southern Methodist. The
team coming up from Texas is
presently rated eighteenth in the
nation and should prove to be
the Scots most challenging
game this season.
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